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• Innovation is in the West Midlands DNA.

• A desire to innovate and a determination to 
succeed in improving people’s lives have 
been defining characteristics of the West 
Midlands for hundreds of years. 

• That spirit lives on today, embodied by the 
WMCA.  

• We value original thought and encourage 
ideas from all who work here and those who 
collaborate with us.

The West 
Midlands 
Combined 
Authority



The WM Innovation Ecosystem
WM has a sophisticated innovation ecosystem:  a mix of universities, anchor companies, 

R&D facilities, knowledge networks and a skilled workforce

Diverse, crosscutting 
research and innovation 
base

Diverse, crosscutting research and innovation base

Engine of private sector research and development

Dense innovation networks and clusters

A Science & Innovation Audit for the West Midlands, June 2017



The Local Industrial Strategy

Identifies 4 major new market opportunities, where existing 

business and innovation strengths meet global trends and 

new markets for products, processes and services. 

Actions are proposed on each of the 5 foundations of 

productivity, including Ideas/ Innovation, to tackle the 

output gap.

Sectors of strength, underpinned by dynamic and 

innovative businesses, are core to delivery of the strategy.



The Local Industrial Strategy



The WM Innovation Programme

The WMCA has invested new resources to:

• Provide executive support to the WM Innovation Board, 
enabling them to lead the implementation of the Ideas/ 
Innovation actions in the WM LIS

• To work with wide ranging innovation ecosystem partners that 
make up the Innovation Alliance WM to take forward the 
thinking in the WM LIS on Innovation 

• Build a collaborative West Midlands Innovation Programme 
with support from the WMCA and a range of other partners 
and funders



The WM Innovation Programme
The aim of the full WM Innovation Programme over 5 years remains 
‘to drive up levels of demand-led business innovation across all 
areas of the region’ by delivering:

• A stronger, more integrated innovation support offer to business 
leading to more productivity gains in supported businesses

• Targeted support to business to access more national innovation 
funding 

• The expertise needed to target and deliver a large scale (£30m+) 
phased innovation programme, accurately targeted at firms and 
commercial areas to focus on for future calls

• Proactive communication of innovation opportunities. 



Networks and Linkages

Supporting business networks and 
programmes to join up R&D assets 
and entrepreneurs, and help 
identify the opportunities for 
collaboration across sectors, 
technologies and supply chains



Investment programmes

Creating new support programmes
integrated with local supply chains, 
including crucial Tier 2 and Tier 3 
firms through demonstrator projects, 
supporting broad and accessible 
investment and access to a good 
supply of appropriate finance 
products on attractive terms



Equipping high growth potential 
businesses with the skills needed 
to innovate, through programmes in 
universities, catapults and 
technology innovation networks

Talent



Intelligence 

Creating a foresight programme to 
generate new ideas and promote 
awareness of latest market 
demand from large firms and the 
public sector for innovative SMEs 
as well as technology drivers of 
change



Culture

Creating opportunities to showcase 
the impact and importance of 
innovation across the West 
Midlands’ public and private 
sectors



Looking Forward

• Need to punch our weight internationally.
• Not enough revenue in the UK for good returns on high value 

investments.
• Larger global companies scan the world for innovation hubs to 

complement their R&D centres  

• SME focus is key, but larger companies also key 
innovation drivers

• Challenge led innovation driven by our regions market 
opportunities



Looking Forward

• Innovation will be a key driver in the resurgence of 
the WM economy

• WMCA is committed to innovation through the WM 
Industrial Strategy with key areas of focus and 
opportunity

• WMIP enables the leveraging of these opportunities 
by connecting and developing existing networks of 
excellence


